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6000N Play, wireless audio streaming player

“Best music streamer under £500. The 6000N Play remains proof that great sounding 
streamers needn't cost a lot!"

 

What Hi-Fi? - Best music streamers 2020

https://www.whathifi.com/awards/best-music-streamers-2020
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6000A Play

Click the text 

for full article

May. 2020 “The 6000A Play is a jack of all trades, master of every one – guaranteed by its 
heritage and design DNA. Not only does it belong to Audiolab’s highly acclaimed 
6000 range of audio electronics and follow a long line of high-performing yet 
affordable amplifiers in the company’s four-decade history, it is also the 
combination of two class-leading, What Hi-Fi? five-star products... Meticulously 
faithful to music, whether it’s playing a Spotify stream or vinyl record, rock and roll 
or rhythm and blues, the 6000A Play is a does-it-all amplifier that is simple to use 
and beautiful to hear.”

What Hi-Fi?

https://www.whathifi.com/news/audiolabs-6000a-play-streaming-amplifier-does-it-all-and-does-it-well
https://www.whathifi.com/news/audiolabs-6000a-play-streaming-amplifier-

does-it-all-and-does-it-well

September. 2020 “I enjoyed listening to the 6000A Play/6000CDT combo. At just $300 more than the 
original 6000A, you get the same crisp, balanced sound I’ve been crowing about 
along with a beautiful sounding built-in streamer. You also get multi-room 
capabilities thanks to DTS Play-Fi. If you play discs, the 6000CDT is a perfect 
companion with its high-end disc mechanism and warm, natural sound. For many 
people, this combo, along with some of the speakers I’ve mentioned, could easily be 
their endgame system.”

Hi-Fi Trends

http://hifitrends.com/2020/09/01/audiolab-6000a-play-wireless-audio-streaming-amplifier-

6000cdt-cd-transport-review-sensational/
http://hifitrends.com/2020/09/01/audiolab-6000a-play-wireless-audio-streaming-amplifier-6000cdt-cd-transport-review-sensational/

May. 2020 “Audiolab's 6000A Play streaming amplifier is a fusion of two five-star products… 
Award-winning 6000N Play streamer + five-star 6000A amp = new 6000A Play”

What Hi-Fi?

https://www.whathifi.com/news/audiolab-6000a-play-streaming-amplifier-fuses-together-two-five-star-products
https://www.whathifi.com/news/audiolab-6000a-play-streaming-amplifier-fuses-together-two-

five-star-products

6000 Series

Mar. 2019 Gramophone Magazine - 
Product of the Month

“...the sound is just as persuasive as the package, with the usual Audiolab balance 
of detail and dynamics, plus a little more warmth than some still associate with 
the brand… creating impressive three-dimensional soundstage images and 
having all dynamic ability required to bring out the drama of a piece. ”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/Dd38Eg4Q2qS1Bhjfj6IB

 

Sep. 2019 SUONO Magazine (Italy) “...we are faced with an all purpose system that still allows the enthusiast to enjoy 
an absolute quality... no source is neglected or considered of second importance 
and the result is heard at musical level. Even in terms of construction, it is difficult 
to find anything negative to say about it, especially in relation to the final price.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DRaZi3QQ2qS1BhisxvUB

 

Apr. 2019 Hi-Fi Voice Magazine -
10 Stars Recommended

“If you were to estimate the price lists of both components purely on the basis of 
listening, we bet that at least a few thousand extra would be attributed to each 
one! ...it's just a really good Hi-Fi gear… and is worth every penny! ” 

https://www.hifi-voice.com/testy-a-recenze/zesilovace-integrovane/2138-audiolab-6000cdt-a-

6000a
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Jan. 2020 “It feels entirely ‘undigital’ to listen to with a natural, unfatiguing and effortless way it 
goes about making music and has an engaging manner that many rivals will struggle 
to emulate... this is the best-sounding streamer under £500, balancing realism with 
refinement and engagement.”

Hi-Fi Choice - Yearbook 2019

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DRGtOusQ2qS1Bhi6jM0C

Mar. 2020 “Bold, clear and confident sound, with stable control app... The 6000N Play is a great 
way of turning an existing stereo set-up into one with streaming at its centre. With a 
good feature, Hi-Res audio support and a sound that offers plenty of detail, clarity 
and precision. With a good feature, Hi-Res audio support and a sound that offers 
plenty of detail, clarity and precision, it's enough to give Bluesound's Node 2i a run 
for its money.”

Trusted Reviews - 
5 Stars Highly Recommended

https://www.trustedreviews.com/reviews/audiolab-6000n-play

Jan. 2020 “Being a digital guy, I think it’s not only a perfect companion for the 6000A, but It’s 
also an excellent Wi-Fi streamer for anybody looking to bring high-quality, 
high-resolution audio into their system without spending a ton of money… Audiolab 
has done it again with another well-designed component that gives you high-end 
performance without breaking the bank... Bulletproof build quality, easy to use, clear 
and tonally balanced.”

Hi-Fi Trends - 
Product Of The Year 2019

http://hifitrends.com/2019/10/17/audiolab-6000n-play-wireless-audio-streaming-player-you-
need-this-spellbinding-hifi-music-streamer/

6000N Play

Apr. 2020 “This network audio player is a success at the price at which it is offered.... Its 
easy-to-use application offers the possibility of multi-room and multi-brand listening. 
On the other hand, it excels in musical reproduction by being really pleasant to listen 
to…. The 6000N can become without any ulterior motive the heart of a good Hi-Fi 
system.”

Qobuz Store

https://www.qobuz.com/fr-fr/info/Hi-Fi/Bancs-d-essai/Audiolab-6000N-Play-test-d-un182907

Jul. 2020 “6000N Play included in T3’s list of the seven ‘Best streaming DACs 2020’.”T3 Magazine

https://www.t3.com/features/best-streaming-dac

6000 Series

Nov. 2018 Hifi Pig - 5 Stars 
Outstanding Product

“If you are seeking to move to a dedicated CD   transport you should definitely 
audition the 6000CDT for its smooth operation, sleek looks and constantly robust 
playback. The 6000A alone is a strong offering and I suspect as more people hear 
it the market rivals will be working hard to compete, as a combo for me this is a 
class leader and is punching up the weight class in spades. Solid, punchy, refined 
and delivering at time a truly detailed but analogue feel, this is one to watch. I 
suspect Santa may be visiting Audiolab this Christmas for many. I for one am 
seriously considering buying it.”
https://hifipig.com/audiolab-6000a-amp-with-dac-6000cdt-cd-transport/

Oct. 2020 “Best music streamer under £500. The 6000N Play remains proof that great 
sounding streamers needn't cost a lot!”

What Hi-Fi? - 
Best music streamers 2020

https://www.whathifi.com/awards/best-music-streamers-2020

Click the text 

for full article
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6000N Play

Click the text 

for full article

Jul. 2019 Audiophil-online “The player was equipped with the Reference DAC of the award-winning audiolab 
6000A and the isolated power supply of the 6000CDT. Depending on the format and 
streaming compatibility, the player can play a maximum resolution of 192 kHz at 
24-bit. For optimal playback in the home network, an additional Ethernet port is 
installed - with this, the maximum sound experience is guaranteed. ” 
https://www.audiophil-online.de/news/audiolab-6000n-play-20190627.html

Jul. 2019 STEREO Magazine (Germany) “Thanks to DTS Play-Fi technology, the device can access all popular music streaming 
services via LAN or WLAN and, of course, play music from the home network via 
DLNA. It is also multi-room compatible.” 
https://www.stereo.de/artikel/guenstiger-streamer-mit-dts-play-fi

“Equipped with the DTS Play-Fi technology, music can now be streamed in 
high-resolution format over the home Wi-Fi network and easily expanded to a 
multi-room system. so the British manufacturer. Whether Tidal, HD tracks or Spotify: 
The DTS Play-Fi platform supports all popular streaming services, podcasts and radio 
stations around the world. Streaming is via the home network, which allows a 
delay-free music playback and loss-free sound quality over the available bandwidth.”

Jul. 2019 i-fidelity.net 

http://www.i-fidelity.net/news/details/c/dc17b3de394bbb28b25ffd63c0e9f4b0/article/erster-

audio-streaming-player-von-audiolab.html

Jul. 2019 AUDIO.de Magazine - 
Good & Affordable 

“Homogeneous sound with high fluency at a reasonable price.
The sound of the 6000N was a round thing. It served the music without drawing 
attention to any disturbing peculiarities and remained very neutral, but never 
seemed sober or distant. One of his virtues was the meticulous sounding out of the 
recording situation. A high, wide and above all really deep stage presentation was 
accompanied by a sharp focus, stable imaging and great timing. The Audiolab 
6000N is therefore really the partner for purists.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DeNLZ4MQ2qS1Bhj8jdsB

Aug 2019 “It feels entirely ‘undigital’ to listen to with a natural, unfatiguing and effortless way it 
goes about making music and has an engaging manner that many rivals will struggle 
to emulate... this is the best-sounding streamer under £500, balancing realism with 
refinement and engagement. ” 

Hi-Fi Choice - Recommended

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DeOWayYQ2qS1BhiWsucB

Oct. 2019 “Best music streamer under £500. Great sounding streaming solutions needn’t cost a 
lot! ” 

What Hi-Fi? - AWARDS 2019

https://www.whathifi.com/awards/best-music-streamers-2019

“Quite frankly, it’s the best budget [streaming] solution we’ve had the pleasure of 
meeting.” 

Oct. 2019 What Hi-Fi? - 5 Stars

https://www.whathifi.com/reviews/audiolab-6000n-play 

Nov. 2019 “Insightful and involving… a great, affordable way to implement streaming into your 
system.”

What Hi-Fi? Magazine - 
Music Streamer of the Year

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DVA9giIQ2qS1BhjWzpwC

“Audiolabs 6000N Play combines all the advantages of streaming with a simple 
operation and good hardware. Anyone who misses to be able to simply enjoy music 
with a modern system without detours is exactly right with Audiolab.” 

Nov. 2019 HiFi Test (DE) - 5-star Class

https://www.hifitest.de/test/da-wandler/audiolab-6000n_play_18681

BEST MUSIC STREAMER
UNDER £500

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
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“Paul bestows the amp with a score of 9/10 and an extremely rare ‘Deeply Groovy’ 
Award, praising its confident bass, instrumental separation and upper midrange 
detail, without a single note of criticism in his verdict. I really haven’t heard anything 
like it under £1,000… supremely balanced… one of the best-value amplifiers on the 
market.”

Jul. 2019 The Audiophile Man

https://theaudiophileman.com/6000a-integrated-amplifier-review-audiolab/

“The 6000A is a screaming bargain…. At this price, what’s to complain about? The 
Audiolab 6000A is extremely easy to recommend - and would be even at twice the 
price.”

Oct. 2019 Soundstage! Access - 
Reviewer's Choice

https://www.soundstageaccess.com/index.php/equipment-reviews/1002

“The more I listen to the 6000A, the more I love it... Because of this, I plan to buy the 
unit I have right now, it will be my new reference amp for testing speakers. Great job, 
Audiolab.”

Jul. 2019 Hi-Fi Trends

http://hifitrends.com/2019/07/04/audiolab-6000a-integrated-amplifier-review-class-leading-
sound-and-construction/

“Air and openness are keywords that come to mind when I listen to the reproduction 
of the 6000A… the 6000N is simply a very pleasant streamer with a very competitive 
price tag.”

Jul. 2019 HVT Magazine (Holland)

“The Audiolab 6000A is one of the most exciting products I’ve reviewed in some time, 
and one of the best values I’ve come across in years. It’s an absolute steal... With the 
6000A, Audiolab not only belongs on the short list of companies that own the 
market in integrated amplifiers for under $1000, it’s a name that now comes to the 
tip of my tongue whenever anyone asks me what they should buy in that range.”

Aug. 2019 SoundSatge Network

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DVvLaLYQ2qS1Bhj1x90B

https://www.soundstagehifi.com/index.php/system-one/1306-amazing-values-audiolab-
6000a-integrated-amplifier-dac-and-6000cdt-cd-transport

“Just the right amount of facilities, a snappy and engaging sound, sufficient power 
and fine build. A great buy for the modern music fan who wants plenty of flexibility… 
this brilliant integrated does it all.”

Jan. 2020 Hi-Fi Choice - Yearbook 2019

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/De50xfAQ2qS1Bhj2jM0C

Click the text 

for full article

Mar. 2019 WEKA Media Publishing GmbH - 
Golden Ear 2019 
(amplifier category below 2000€)

“Once a year, the “Golden Ear” prize is awarded by the professional magazines 
AUDIO and stereoplay. Readers vote on the best audio product in various 
categories. ”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DVDBzx4Q2qS1BhjygqQB

 

“In simple terms, 6000A is a fantastic piece of equipment for the price. The price 
won’t put off people looking to upgrade their home audio setup to get the best out 
of vinyl and to offer the kind of versatility that’ll render cheap portable speakers 
and home cinema systems alike all but useless; but it’s enough to suggest, as is 
the case, a high level of engineering and an aspirational bit of kit. For the punch, 
power, clarity and richness of sound it provides, even with merely decent 
speakers, it’s a steal”

Jul. 2019 Square Mile Magazine (London)

https://squaremile.com/gear/audiolab-6000a/
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6000A, integrated amplifier

“There is an enormous amount of sensible integrated amplifier equipment here, 
contemporary, easy to understand - but also good sounding… We immediately 
fell in love with its musicality.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DRmICDQQ2qS1BhjI3Hg

 

“The company is well regarded for its DACs and traditional components and the 
arrival of the new 6000 Series shows it hasn't forgotten its roots.” 
https://www.hifichoice.co.uk/news/article/audiolab-unveils-6000-series-and-m-dac-nano/26662/

Sep. 2018 WHF - 5 Stars “A hugely capable stereo amplifier… clear, refined and articulate sound… big, 
spacious presentation.”
https://www.whathifi.com/reviews/audiolab-6000a

Nov. 2018 AUDIO.de Magazine
- Recommended (price, performance)

Nov. 2018 Hi-Fi Choice

“The 6000A from Audiolab can already call itself almost unrivalled with its 
outstanding qualities in all respects. Its outstanding price-performance ratio finally 
makes it a hot tip in the upper middle class. As known from the traditional British 
company, flawless design, best material quality and an outstanding sound go hand 
in hand here as well. So you don't want to give the 6000A out of the same...”

https://www.lite-magazin.de/2018/11/test-audiolab-6000a-der-verstaerker-mit-sinn-fuer-die-
feinen-details/

Nov. 2018 lite Das Lifestyle & Technik Magazin
- Outstanding 
(middle class category)

“Just the right amount of facilities, a snappy and engaging sound, sufficient 
power and fine build. A great buy for the modern music fan who wants plenty of 
flexibility… this brilliant integrated does it all.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DfibWZ0Q2qS1Bhi8g4kB 

Jan. 2019 Hi-Fi Choice - Editor's Choice

“Tough competition for Audiolab 6000A in the latest Hi-Fi Choice integrated 
amplifier group test.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DWxxwmQQ2qS1BhiQ7qAB

 

“The 6000A is exceptionally well made too. Everything feels immaculately 
assembled and finished to a high standard while details like the clear and easy to 
read display are very welcome… impressive sonic performance; excellent feature 
set and build. A brilliant integrated that delivers all the basics with useful extra 
features.
Other competitors:
Cambridge CXA80 4-Star
MF Mssi 4.5-Star
NAD D3045 4-Star
Rega Brio 4.5-Star
Yamaha R-N803d 4.5-Star*"
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DQ8Ex2sQ2qS1BhjQmZoB 

“A superb performer - one of the best amplifiers you can buy at this price. As 
amplifiers go you'll be hard pressed to beat this Audiolab for its versatility - but 
most importantly its sound quality.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DRQ24V8Q2qS1Bhj6rJUB 

Feb. 2019 Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes 
Outstanding Amongst The Best

Feb. 2019 Hi-Fi Choice - Group Test Winner

Feb. 2019 Hi-Fi Choice - Group Test Winner

“The new 6000A really is a great value modern integrated... the build and finish 
are first-rate. Indeed, this is just what attracted those '80s and '90s buyers to 
Audiolab’s original 8000A, all those years ago. And so the legend lives on… ”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DUuQmQsQ2qS1Bhjnv6AB

 

Feb. 2019 Hi-Fi News - Outstanding Products

Click the text 

for full article
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Feb. 2019 Hi-Fi Choice - Recommended "The Audiolab 6000CDT is a CD transport bargain – a true quality item at a price 
that often doesn’t buy you very much of anything. Everything from its look and 
feel to the way it plays compact discs is worthy of respect."

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DdMDb1wQ2qS1BhjFpKABhttps://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DdMDb1wQ2qS1BhjFpKAB
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DdMDb1wQ2qS1BhjFpKAB

Jul. 2020 T3 Magazine "M-DAC Nano included in T3’s list of the six ‘Best portable DACs 2020’"

https://www.t3.com/features/best-dac

https://www.stereonet.co.uk/reviews/audiolab-m-dac-nano-dac-headphone-amplifier-review

"Extremely robust and reliable, it uses a read-ahead digital buffer to reduce 
disc-reading failures. Audiolab tells us that it is even able to play scratched and 
damaged CDs that are unreadable by conventional mechanisms."
https://www.stereonet.co.uk/news/audiolab-adds-6000cdt-cd-transport-to-range
https://www.stereonet.co.uk/news/audiolab-adds-6000cdt-cd-transport-to-rangehttps://www.stereonet.co.uk/news/audiolab-adds-6000cdt-cd-transport-to-range

stereonet https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DdMDb1wQ2qS1BhjFpKAB

6000CDT, CD transport

https://www.soundstageaccess.com/index.php/equipment-reviews/1022

Jan. 2020 Sound Stage Network "It looks and feels like a component that costs twice, maybe even thrice the price… 
If you’re one of the rare audiophiles still in the market for a CD transport and 
looking for the perfect aesthetic match for your existing or future Audiolab 
purchases -- or if you just want a well-made, attractive-looking CD transport to 
mate with pretty much any DAC -- don’t hesitate to buy a 6000CDT. At the price, 
it’s a very good value."
https://www.soundstageaccess.com/index.php/equipment-reviews/1022

"The Audiolab 6000CDT is a CD transport bargain – a true quality item at a price 
that often doesn’t buy you very much of anything. Everything from its look and 
feel to the way it plays compact discs is worthy of respect."
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DcJFxVwQ2qS1BhjIjM0C
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DcJFxVwQ2qS1BhjIjM0C

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DcJFxVwQ2qS1BhjIjM0C

Jan. 2020 Hi-Fi Choice - Yearbook 2019

“This is a transport that shows in a very evident way that the CD is still a great 
format, and it is exactly equipment like this we need. That Audiolab get sell it at 
this price is that it's a real miracle that I expect many of audio readers have 
opportunity to enjoy."

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DV0KG0wQ2qS1BhiL698C
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DV0KG0wQ2qS1BhiL698C

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DV0KG0wQ2qS1BhiL698C

Feb. 2020 Audio Cinema Em Casa (Portugal)

Click the text 

for full article

Jul. 2020 The Guardian "The pocket-size Audiolab M-DAC Nano is a superb entry-level option and adds 
extra convenience by being wireless.’"

https://www.theguardian.com/music/2019/sep/14/sound-advice-music-setups-under-five-

hundred-pounds-500-sonos-ruark-pro-ject-audioquest-musiccast
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2019/sep/14/sound-advice-music-setups-under-five-hundred-pounds-500-sonos-ruark-pro-ject-audioquest-musiccast

May. 2020 StereoNET UK - Applause Award "[M-DAC Nano] is not the sonic equal of a similarly priced wired DAC/headphone 
portable, yet it's not that far off – and is way more practical to use when out and 
about. If you're still sceptical about wireless audio but can't stand getting tangled 
up in a mess of wires, this could be for you.’"

M-DAC nano, analogue converter
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for full article
M-DAC nano, analogue converter

https://mightygadget.co.uk/audiolab-m-dac-nano-review/

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/Df0f4WkQ2qS1BhiZ0pwC

Nov. 2019 The Times Magazine “5 reasons why we love Audiolab M-DAC Nano… from Simon Hills' brilliant men's 
style section of The Times Magazine.”

https://www.techradar.com/uk/news/phone-and-communications/mobile-phones/if-iphone-

7-ditches-the-audio-jack-these-three-dacs-will-keep-the-music-spinning-1321629
https://www.techradar.com/uk/news/phone-and-communications/mobile-phones/if-iphone-

7-ditches-the-audio-jack-these-three-dacs-will-keep-the-music-spinning-1321629

Dec. 2019 TechRadar Online Publication “The best external DACs to replace your phone's awful amp… don't be mistaken by 
the M-DAC Nano's diminutive stature – this is a powerful, pocketable piece of 
audio excellence.”

https://mightygadget.co.uk/audiolab-m-dac-nano-review/

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DfrDJ40Q2qS1Bhimz5wC

https://www.trustedreviews.com/reviews/audiolab-m-dac-nano

Nov. 2019 What Hi-Fi? Magazine - 
Best DAC £100-£200

“For improving your sound on the go, nothing at the price is so convenient yet 
capable.”

https://www.telecom-handel.de/consumer-communications/sound/power-headsets-audiolab-
m-dac-nano-im-test-2136921.html

Nov. 2019 Telecom Handel (DE) “With the M-DAC nano, the manufacturer promises Audiolab hi-fi sound via 
Bluetooth even on high-impedance headphones… The device supports all major 
standards and codecs such as aptX, aptX LL and AAC. So you do not have to worry 
about massive loss of music when transferring the music to the headphones...”

Nov. 2019 Mighty Gadget (UK) During my test, the M-DAC Nano performs as advertised, I was quite sceptical 
about the improved quality of sound, but I feel like it did. Or at least it tweaked the 
audio profile to my tastes... From what I can tell, there is no other product directly 
competing with this on the market... in the world of audio, this is barely touching 
the sides. Nearly all other portable (though much larger and wired) DACs cost 
considerably more than this, so relatively, it is quite affordable. It feels like a very 
niche product, but with more and more people using mobiles for music, I can see 
the appeal. For audiophile commuters, which I am sure there are plenty of in 
London and other major cities, this is a great investment that can make your 
commute a little more enjoyable in the morning.  

BEST DAC
£100-£200

https://www.techradar.com/uk/news/phone-and-communications/mobile-phones/if-iphone-

7-ditches-the-audio-jack-these-three-dacs-will-keep-the-music-spinning-1321629

Jan. 2020 TechRadar Online Publication “For the second year running, M-DAC Nano is included in TechRadar’s updated list 
of the six ‘Best portable DACs 2020’.”

Feb. 2020 Trusted Reviews - 
Highly Recommended

“A superb portable DAC that offers performance and convenience in equal 
measure… simply put, it’s the most talented DAC of its type that we’ve tested.”

https://bit.ly/MDACnano-hifitrends

Mar. 2020 Hi-Fi Trends “Audiolab M-DAC nano with its glossy top/bottom and aluminum frame looks like 
a luxury timepiece. It’s like the Rolex of DAC Amps... conventional wisdom would 
tell you that a wired DAC should sound better than a wireless one, but this portable 
DAC/Headphone Amp turns that assumption on its head. It sounds every bit as 
good as a wired DAC/Amp at its price point, which is crazy. I haven’t heard another 
Bluetooth DAC that sounds quite as good.”
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M-DAC nano, analogue converter

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DaIRF2gQ2qS1BhigsecB

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DSGDsKUQ2qS1BhjJ1vQB

“I'm so blessed. This portable digital-to-analogue converter will vastly improve the 
sound of your laptop or phone. It's easy to use not just for people who stand 
around in hi-fi shops talking about speaker impedance - it will fix audio that you 
didn't realise needed fixing.”

Jul. 2019 Forbes Media

https://www.forbes.com/sites/marksparrow/2019/07/02/audiolabs-m-dac-nano-puts-wireless-
audiophile-sound-in-your-shirt-pocket/?ss=consumertech#202b1231358b

“AudioLab has designed and engineered the M-DAC Nano in the UK and they’ve 
made a great job of it. The sound quality is excellent without any of the 
background hiss of some Bluetooth receivers. The upscaling enhanced mode 
really works, although I found the standard mode to be perfectly adequate. 
Support for aptX and AAC is great. All in all, a great little device that provides 
superb wireless audio on the move.”

Jul. 2019 Q Magazine (UK)
https://www.forbes.com/sites/marksparrow/2019/07/02/audiolabs-m-dac-nano-puts-wireless-

audiophile-sound-in-your-shirt-pocket/?ss=consumertech#202b1231358b

Sep. 2019 T3 Magazine “The Audiolab M-DAC Nano has been selected forT3’s prestigious 101 Gadgets You 
Can’t Live Without feature. Described as “ingenious”, it’s one of only five products 
to make the #SmarterSound section.”

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DfsfjbQQ2qS1Bhicz9oB

“Sound with well-controlled bass… the signal can be clearly resampling to the 384 
kHz/32-bit while recorded music is still gaining transparency, drawing the finest 
details and, last but not least enhances the dynamics of recordings.”

Aug. 2019 Stereo & Video Magazine (Czech) - 
Recommended

https://www.whathifi.com/awards/best-dacs-2019

Oct. 2019 What Hi-Fi? - AWARDS 2019 “Best DAC £100-£200. A great way to improve the sound of your phone or laptop”

Oct. 2019 Mighty Gadget (UK)

https://mightygadget.co.uk/audiolab-m-dac-nano-review/

“From what I can tell, there is no other product directly competing with this on the 
market... While £150 doesn’t sound very cheap, in the world of audio, this is barely 
touching the sides. Nearly all other portable (though much larger and wired) DACs 
cost considerably more than this, so relatively, it is quite affordable. For audiophile 
commuters, which I am sure there are plenty of in London and other major cities, 
this is a great investment that can make your commute a little more enjoyable in 
the morning.”

https://www.experten-beraten.de/test/mini-kopfhoererverstaerker-m-dac-nano-von-audiolab/

“The processing and the design of the M-DAC Nano by audiolab are so noble, that 
there is nothing to complain about. The most important thing, however, is the 
sound, which is improved a lot by this small device. Even small details become 
much more audible with the M-DAC Nano and provide even more listening 
pleasure. Another great thing is that you get a bit more flexible: It is still possible to 
carry cable headphones, but you are not so limited by the cable, because they can 
be worn anywhere on the body due to the clip pocket, as they are via Bluetooth 
with the Mobile are connected. So if you do not like pure Bluetooth headphones, 
get with the mini headphone amplifier M-DAC Nano from audiolab a great 
alternative or compromise solution.”

Oct. 2019 Experten-Beraten.de (Germany)

Click the text 

for full article

https://www.whathifi.com/awards/best-dacs-2019

Oct. 2019 What Hi-Fi? - AWARDS 2019 “Best DAC £100-£200. A great way to improve the sound of your phone or laptop”
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M-DAC nano, analogue converter

https://www.avforums.com/review/audiolab-m-dac-nano-bluetooth-dac-review.15923

"The diminutive Bluetooth headphone amp earns a collection of excellent scores 
across the various review criteria, ranging from 8/10 to 9/10 and culminating in 
a Recommended Award. Meet the best surrogate headphone amp socket… this is 
a great Bluetooth amp with a quality and care of implementation and 
user-friendliness that really shines through… a truly well thought out and 
implemented product… the Audiolab sounds very, very good."

Apr. 2019 Avforums - Recommended

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DRDA4GQQ2qS1Bhix2LgB

"One of the smallest DACs we’ve seen… an audiophile must-have."

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DeZ-xqEQ2qS1BhiT2LgB

"Gadget of the week… It turns corded cans into Bluetooth ones – extra handy for 
iPhone users… Small but [delivers] big sound upgrade."

Apr. 2019 Stuff Magazine

Apr. 2019 The Sun On Sunday

Jan. 2019 TED Publications

Mar. 2019 T3 Magazine

"The M-EAR 4D give way to music, regardless of the environment. The 
oversampling function of the M-DAC nano is particularly effective in restoring the 
atmosphere and frequencies lost when listening to compressed files. Audiolab has 
won its bet of offering quality products, well made, pleasant to use and whose 
sound quality is asserted. The pairing will become indispensable for the 
audiophile On The Go."

https://www.t3.com/features/best-portable-dac
https://www.t3.com/features/best-portable-dac

“The best ultra-portable DAC.”

https://www.tedpublications.com/fr/index.php/audiolab-m-dac-nano-et-m-ear-4d/
https://www.tedpublications.com/fr/index.php/audiolab-m-dac-nano-et-m-ear-4d/

Feb. 2019 Techradar.com "With the headphone jack going the way of the dodo and smartphone amplifiers 
improving, but not to the standard an audiophile would appreciate, the M-DAC 
Nano is an affordable upgrade for the on-the-go muso in your life at a mere £149."
https://www.techradar.com/uk/news/phone-and-communications/mobile-phones/if-iphone-

7-ditches-the-audio-jack-these-three-dacs-will-keep-the-music-spinning-1321629
https://www.techradar.com/uk/news/phone-and-communications/mobile-phones/if-iphone-

7-ditches-the-audio-jack-these-three-dacs-will-keep-the-music-spinning-1321629

https://www.lite-magazin.de/2019/01/audiolab-m-dac-nano-der-mikro-

kopfhoererverstaerker-mit-dem-magischen-knopf/

"The Audiolab M-DAC nano is a cute little wonder box. Its multiple uses allow you to 
operate high-quality, wired headphones without having to change your 
smartphone. As a headphone amplifier, he performs first-class work…. it makes even 
older amplifiers Bluetooth compatible. Now, for example, the visitor can also stream 
music to the system.... sonically, the Audiolab is definitely a significant asset."

Feb. 2019 lite Das Lifestyle & Technik Magazin
- Outstanding 
(middle class category)

Jun. 2019 Maclife Publication

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DfsB3lYQ2qS1Bhj9z8oB

“The fact that the current iPhone models do not have a headphone output still 
weighs heavily on many music fans. The Audiolab M-DAC Nano ports the beloved 
wired over or in-ear into the digital age and improves the audio quality even 
further in contrast to simple adapters.”

May. 2019

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DR6b8u4Q2qS1BhjPjMEB

“AUDIOLAB’S M-DAC SERIES has expanded over the years to cover a variety of roles… 
the M-DAC Nano has an extremely impressive level of engineering integrity.”

Hi-Fi Choice - Recommended

May. 2019 What Hi-Fi? - 5 Stars

https://www.whathifi.com/reviews/audiolab-m-dac-nano

“A great way to improve the sound of your phone or laptop. We can’t think of a 
better alternative for portable use.”

Click the text 

for full article
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8300A, amplifier

Feb. 2016 Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes Award

Feb. 2016 Gramophone - 
Product Of The Month

Dec. 2015 H-Fi Choice - Recommended

“A cracking amplifier from Audiolab that has a sound quality that belies its price. 
Could show a thing or two to amplifiers costing a great deal more.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DQqRXPsQ2qS1Bhi-l2A 

 
“The latest pairing from a long-established brand makes a potent and stylish 
combination.” 
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DfkMsC0Q2qS1BhjFl2A

“Excellent do-it-all mid-price integrated amp... Powerful, clean, detailed sound... 
Excellent value and an ideal companion to the 8300CD.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DWkWX2cQ2qS1BhiGmGA 
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8300CDQ, CD player

May. 2019 Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes 
Outstanding Amongst The Best

“The new Audiolab 8300CDQ player is a stellar performer. Along with an 
impressive CD player you also get a full range of digital inputs, allied to a selection 
of filters that allow fine-tuning of the sound. Audiolab have excelled here. There's 
nothing to fault in terms of sound quality and operational performance.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DSVgmNEQ2qS1BhiRjMEB

Jan. 2020 Hi-Fi Choice - Yearbook 2019 “Superb CD performance and great hi-res sound… The arrival of Audiolab’s 
8300CDQ is likely to cause much grinding of teeth among its price rivals. It takes 
the recipe of the original 8200CDQ, polishes it and adds useful functionality that 
will stand it in good stead for many years to come.”

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DQknx68Q2qS1BhinkM0C
https://www.audiolab.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/8300CDT.jpg?fbclid=IwAR3crJ_HDC_sT4ix6DhbX7z0EFpk50vvGvxhquMF3Cf8MDgAfabeiNFBq58

M-EAR, in-ear headphones

Dec. 2018 Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes 
Outstanding Amongst The Best

“There’s no end of in-ear headphones available nowadays but these new Audiolab 
offerings are amongst the best. The 2Ds are smooth and detailed with good bass 
presence - but the 4Ds take all this and add an extended low-end. ”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DVyw2uEQ2qS1BhjOkIMB

 
Sep. 2018 Hi-Fi Choice - Recommended “Speed, bite and most importantly fun... a very compelling partner to spend time 

with...the manner in which it delivers music and engages the listener is 
consistently appealing.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DU6X1JAQ2qS1BhjJwWs

 

https://www.tedpublications.com/fr/index.php/audiolab-m-dac-nano-et-m-ear-4d/

Click the text 

for full article
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8300CDQ, CD player

Mar. 2019 Hi-Fi Choice - 5 Stars Award

Mar. 2019 Hi-Fi Choice - Recommended

“Superb CD performance and great hi-res sound… The arrival of Audiolab’s 
8300CDQ is likely to cause much grinding of teeth among its price rivals. It takes 
the recipe of the original 8200CDQ, polishes it and adds useful functionality that 
will stand it in good stead for many years to come.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DZGbG4oQ2qS1BhjO86kB

 
“Superb CD performance and great hi-res sound… The arrival of Audiolab’s 
8300CDQ is likely to cause much grinding of teeth among its price rivals. It takes 
the recipe of the original 8200CDQ, polishes it and adds useful functionality that 
will stand it in good stead for many years to come.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DZGbG4oQ2qS1BhjO86kB

Apr. 2019 Stereo & Video Magazine
- 5 Stars Outstanding

“Very audiophile combination of CD player, D/A converter and preamplifier with 
outstanding digital technology that even supports MQA. Replaces single 
components of the upper class, at least. Sounds very fine, precise and musical.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DWJxgUAQ2qS1Bhj1zrAB 

Apr. 2019 Trusted Reviews “Also included in the 8300CDQ’s specs is MQA decoding. MQA or Master Quality 
Authenticated, is a high-resolution digital audio format for music streaming that’s 
available via a number of sites including Tidal’s Master streaming service. With 
MQA, the idea is that you hear the original recording’s full resolution in a way 
that’s adapted and maximised for the highest quality playback on your device.”
https://www.trustedreviews.com/news/8300cdq-joins-audiolabs-8300-series-3654587

Click the text 

for full article

M-ONE, integrated DAC amplifier

Dec. 2017 avforums - Best Hi-Fi Amplifier 2017 “Its star turn is that this amp is combined with company's superb decoding 
supplied across a suite of digital imputs.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DUVOXgcQ2qS1BhiXmGA 

 

“Punchy, engaging sound; decent power output.” 
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DVhM8OcQ2qS1BhiUmGA

Dec. 2016 Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes Award

Nov. 2016 H-Fi Choice - Recommended

“A great all-in-one package with a beguiling sound and an impressive range of 
features. Has the potential to form the heart of a beautiful-sounding system.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DVGfAHkQ2qS1BhiRmGA 
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Mar. 2018 BBC Music - High End Choice  

M-DAC+, integrated DAC amplifier

“Refined, natural and expressive, whether you’re listening to a virtuoso soloist or 
richly textured orchestration.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DdBEk4UQ2qS1Bhid_18

 

May. 2019 Hi-Fi Choice - Recommended “All the DAC you'll ever need at a bargain price. Inviting, full-bodied sound quality; 
great features and build quality.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DWerJBIQ2qS1BhitnsMB 

“All the DAC you'll ever need at a bargain price. Inviting, full-bodied sound quality; 
great features and build quality.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DWerJBIQ2qS1BhitnsMB

Nov. 2017 Hi-Fi Choice - Editor's Choice

May. 2016 H-Fi Choice - Recommended

Jun. 2016 Hi-Fi News - Highly Commended

Jun. 2016 Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes Award

Aug. 2016 WHF - 5 Stars Test Winner

“ It brings worthwhile improvements to pretty much every aspect of M-DAC.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DawRAZEQ2qS1Bhj0gmA

“A clear step up from the original M-DAC… excellent sound… packed with the 
latest tech.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DU9yb28Q2qS1Bhjpp4MB

 

“Clean, powerful and commanding in a way completely unexpected at its price.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DU9yb28Q2qS1Bhjpp4MB

“A DAC that offers the best performance available today - and afforadble too. The 
new M-DAC+ has it all.” 
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DcgpaywQ2qS1BhicmGA 

“Combining authority with fluent musicality… lavishly detailed… it absolutely 
demands an audition.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DeFQF0MQ2qS1BhjZgmA

Jan. 2020 Hi-Fi Choice - Yearbook 2019

Click the text 

for full article
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M-DAC mini, integrated DAC amplifier

Nov. 2018 AUDIO TEST Germany “Certificate in recognising M-DAC mini as the great DAC in AUDIO TEST reader 
poll.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/Dekz3coQ2qS1Bhil0IgB

Feb. 2018 avforums - Best Buy Award “I can’t think of much – full sized or otherwise – that can challenge the M-DAC Mini 
for sheer musical ability… the smallest member of the M-DAC family is very much 
a Best Buy.”

 

Nov. 2017 H-Fi Choice - Recommended

Nov. 2017 Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes Award “Affordable high quality headphone preamp and DAC with big, warm yet clear 
sound. Impressive with DSD.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DaaKWEwQ2qS1BhjYmGA

“Audiolab's most compact M-DAC yet is beautifully formed. Detailed, refined and 
involving sound; comprehensive spec.”
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DQ2X9oMQ2qS1BhjRmGA

Click the text 

for full article

https://www.avforums.com/review/audiolab-m-dac-mini-digital-to-analogue-converter-
review.14412
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